Hey there,
Developer Extraordinaire
Operating under the belief that our people are, without question, our most valuable asset, the leadership of our company
has the proven ability to inspire by example and treat others with the utmost kindness and honesty.

And we’re looking for somebody special…
Position: Web Development Lead
Location: Manayunk, PA

Hours: Full Time
Compensation: Top 20% of the Market

We are seeking a superstar Web Development Lead / Manager. Our ideal candidate will bring their passion, creative and
analytical skills, enthusiasm for creating robust web applications and winning attitude to our team. Experience in working
with both business leaders and creative teams is required.
To thrive, you’ll need to operate effectively in an innovative and self-directed environment. You must have an ability to deal
with ambiguity, in a fast paced work setting. You will also need to demonstrate an ability to lead complex technical
discussions with engineers, creatives and strategists.
The position is primarily web development with growth toward building a larger team:
•
•
•

40% creating new websites
40% managing improvements to current client sites
20% managing projects with partner developers and building the web dev team

Do You Have What It Takes?













5-8 years of experience in mission critical technology roles
3-5 years of experience in full stack website development with support across browsers and devices
Bachelor’s degree in a technical area
Solid understanding of systems and procedures for web, including caching, content delivery, release management,
performance monitoring and tuning and security.
Experience with HTML5 and CSS3, JavaScript and jQuery, PHP, MySQL, phpMyAdmin, and database integration
Experience building, improving and managing WordPress websites
Ability to concept, design and code a responsive website from scratch
Strong knowledge of design principles, web standards, and usability
Ability to produce ultra clean, fully semantic HTML code for search engine optimization
Able to lead complex technical discussions with engineers, building consensus, and creating action plans.
Ability to deal with ambiguity, a changing environment, and a rapid work pace.
Must be innovative and self-directed. Experience generating and leading meetings with prospect companies

We’re looking forward to our possible future together!

Adam Muhlenhaupt

Muhlenhaupt + Company

Let’s Meet Up

Principal and COO
adam@muhlenhaupt.com
+610 955 8172

Creative branding, communications and
lead generation.

4149 Station Street
Manayunk, PA 19127
+610 917 3700

movingcompaniesforward.com

Muhlenhaupt + Company is a highly-respected creative branding, communications and lead generation consultancy based
in the Philadelphia region. We strive to position our clients for market leadership and sustainable growth.

